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Sample Feedback
"The high quality, industry relevant CPD resources and opportunities the Work Ready
website provides has been great to enable the students to achieve their career
goals. Everyone at Farlingaye would recommend without hesitation that all schools and
colleges make Work Ready part of their school enrichment."
Josh Lampard
Farlingaye High School

"Brooke House College have joined up with Work Ready in this exciting collaboration
because of its simplicity of use and the considerable number of useful skills tests allied to so
much more helpful advice. We see this partnership as a genuinely new addition to our
careers and higher education offering to our pupils and would whole-heartedly
recommend it to any other school considering something similar."
Mike Oliver
Brooke House College

"The content and the tone were perfectly pitched and had the girls' complete
attention from beginning to end."
Meg Crawford
Dr. Challoner's High School

"I love the employability website! It is brilliant for our girls."
Dr. Claudette Bailey-Morrissey
Central Foundation Girls' School
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"Work Ready is such an inspirational idea. Our bespoke website was carefully
designed with great attention to detail and is an exciting addition to our CEIAG
provision."
Joanna Bramley
Coopers School

"Chase Terrace Technology College are absolutely delighted with the work which Work
Ready have completed for us. For our 6th Form students to be able to access these
training modules will be invaluable."
Julie Poppleton
Chase Terrace Technology College

"The work provided by Work Ready remains invaluable to the continued success of the
Academy and support the work related learning and social development of students. I
would most definitely recommend Work Ready to your institution."
Paul Morgan
The Crest Academy

"The website that Work Ready has put together for Claremont Senior School is simply
excellent. lt has rejuvenated our focus on careers and will play a major role in moving our
careers provision forward. I highly recommend their services to anyone."
Aaron Eckhaff
Claremont Senior School
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"Our site has been uniquely created by the team to suit the needs of our cohort.
The finished product is superb ond has been launched to our 300 strong sixth form
and included in our tutor programme. I would highly recommend Work Ready."
Laura Sweetman
Tudor Grange Academy

"The Work Ready website has been a great addition to our sixth form tutor time
programme and enrichment sessions. The Work Ready team have been very easy
to contact, and quick to sort out any queries. It was easy to discuss with them what
we wanted for our bespoke website, and it looks very professional. A fantastic free
resource with advice from leading companies and modules on the skills pupils need
for the future - all schools should have it! "
Elizabeth Cumpstey
Hampshire Collegiate School

"We are SO excited to use this with our Post 16 students and it definitely
supports them in becoming ready for the real world."
Aisha Patel
The Rosedale Hewens Academy Trust

